
NAR Campaign Training Seminar

INTRODUCTION



OVERVIEW



Course Basics

− Campaign training school

• Designed for local candidates that 
understand the important role the 
real estate industry has in our 
economy 

− Divided into 7 individual  training modules

− Each module is 45-60 minutes

OVERVIEW



Course Modules

− Running for Local Office
− Campaign Planning & Budgeting
− Fundraising
− Research & Targeting
− Voter Contact
− Winning Online
− Get-Out-The-Vote (GOTV)
− Volunteers

OVERVIEW



WHAT IT TAKES TO RUN



Why Are You Running?

− Four simple words 

− Practice answering this question
• In front of a mirror
• In front of family
• In front of friends

− 30 second answer 

WHAT IT TAKES TO RUN



What It Takes Basics

− Time Commitment

− Public Scrutiny

− Financial Impact

− Family

WHAT IT TAKES TO RUN



Experience

− Previous political experience

− Community involvement

− Service on boards and commissions

− Charitable work

WHAT IT TAKES TO RUN



Lack of Experience

− Experience is not a requirement, nor 
should it be viewed as a disqualifier

− Sharon Engle, Carly Fiorina, Christine 
O’Donnell

− Popular line 

− “The biggest thing that stands out to me 
is how many of our new members are 
ready, willing and able to make tough 
choices. Like me, these guys -- and 
women -- aren't professional 
politicians.” John Boehner, Nov 2, 2010 
(20 years in Congress)

“I’m not a 
professional/career 

politician”

WHAT IT TAKES TO RUN



ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS



Can You Ask People for the Following

− Votes

− Money

− Help

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS



ASK for Votes

− Must be able to ask people for THEIR 
vote

− Door-to-door

− Neighborhood coffees

− On the phone

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS



ASK for Money

− Must be willing to ASK people for Money

− Be specific on the amount

− Face to face

− On the phone

− At small and large scale events

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS



ASK for Help

− Must be willing to ask people for 
THEIR help

− Volunteers are crucial to every 
campaign

− People are often more willing to 
give money then their time

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS



Personal Evaluation

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
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Campaign Planning & Budgeting



CAMPAIGN PLAN



CAMPAIGN PLAN

If its not on paper its not a plan



Why Develop a Campaign Plan

− Learn how you are going to win

− Organize your campaign

− Allocate your resources efficiently

− Set realistic budget & finance plan

− Inspire contributor & volunteer confidence

CAMPAIGN PLAN



3 Key Elements

CAMPAIGN PLAN



Campaign Plan Components

− Political Environment Evaluation and Targeting

− Campaign Strategy

− Campaign Tactics

− Campaign Timeline

− Campaign Management and Operations Structure

− Campaign Budget

CAMPAIGN PLAN



Political Environment

− Research on district 

− Issue environment 

− Previous election results

− Campaign finance rules

− Opposition research

− Research on yourself

− Goals and benchmarks

CAMPAIGN PLAN



Strategy

− Developed based on strengths and weaknesses of the 
candidates, issues and the political environment

− How will you get 50+1% of the vote

− Be specific, based on previous elections we need to get X 
number of votes in each precinct

− For example

• Direct mail will be used to reach these voters
• Door-to-door is the most effective in reaching these 6 

precincts 

CAMPAIGN PLAN



Tactics

− The tools you use to implement the strategy

− Tactics answer the how and when the strategy will be executed

− How long does it take to design a mail piece

− How much will each direct mail piece cost – specific price $3455.00

− Do we have vendors lined up and what is their turn around time

CAMPAIGN PLAN



Timeline

− Assign specific tasks to DATES

− Plan is organized around Election Day

− Finite number of days

− Be realistic in assigning tasks

• Make sure to include time to write and 
produce the material 

CAMPAIGN PLAN



Timeline

CAMPAIGN PLAN



Campaign Structure

− Decision making

− Organization chart

− Finance committee

− Professional staff

− Volunteer staff

− Kitchen cabinet

− Family

− Hold people accountable 

CAMPAIGN PLAN



BUDGET



Budget Considerations

− Create a realistic budget

− Look at previous candidates for the same district

− Assign costs to each campaign activity

− Chart weekly spending needs

− Track progress and adjust accordingly

BUDGET



Budget Basics

− A campaign budget will help you understand how much 
money you need to raise for your campaign, when you will 
need it and what it will be used for.

− Based on your individual campaigns circumstances
• Money is no object
• Very few volunteers
• Open seat vs. running against an incumbent
• Field race
• Primary only two months before general
• Is early voting or advanced voting significant
• Low name awareness
• Base voters, low turn out voters 

BUDGET



Sample Budget

BUDGET



Sample Monthly Budget

BUDGET
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TARGETGING & RESEARCH



Overview

Candidates can 
only afford to 
care about what 
likely voters think

Elected officials 
have to care 
about what 
everyone thinks

TARGETING

ASK YOURSELF

−Who is voting?

−What issue do they care about?

−Who are they voting for?



TARGETING



− A voter file is a list of all the registered 
voters in a particular jurisdiction by name 
and address and precinct 

− Foundation of your voter contact

− Good voter lists make campaigns more 
efficient

− Acquire, organize and analyze your voter 
list

Voter Lists

TARGETING



− Elections Division
• State Board of Elections
• County or Municipality

− Most up-to-date

− Usually inexpensive

− Often hard to manage

− Limited selection & formats

− Best resource for newly registered 
voters and absentee voters

Voter Lists
WHERE TO AQUIRE AND WHAT TO LOOK FOR

TARGETING



− List Vendors
• Vendors can provide additional voter 

contact data such as email addresses 
and additional information such as 
issue preference, past political 
donations and more

• List may be out-dated
• Can get expensive
• Easy data targeting
• Available for use immediately

− Political Parties

Voter Lists
ALTERNATIVE SOURCES FOR VOTER LISTS

TARGETING



Finding the Voters to Win

− Define the Target

− County / Counties

− City

− Precincts

− Type of Household Party Affiliations

− One Person vs. Multiple Voter households

TARGETING



New Voters

− Add newly registered voters since last similar 
election

− Add newly registered voters monthly

− Can be the key to victory

− 70% of first time voters in the 2008 general 
election voted for Obama but many stayed 
home in the 2010 general election

TARGETING



Determining Likely Voters

− Look at similar elections to estimate the 
total number of likely voters

− What else was on the ballot in the past that 
may have effected turnout?

− Political environment

− What’s on the ballot this year that may 
affect turnout?  

TARGETING



Targeting Criteria

− Vote History
− Propensity to vote in similar previous 

elections
− Primary / General / City / Special Elections
− Absentee or Early Voter
− Vote Frequency

• Based on number of times person 
voted in previous elections

− Other Factors:
• Age / Gender / Race / Phone Numbers 

only

TARGETING



Voter Targeting Scenario

TARGETING



Voter Identification

− Once you have established your target 
universe of likely voters, the next involves 
indentifying how they are likely to vote

− Favorable (Saints) -- voters who commit 
to cast the ballot for you

− Undecided (Savables) -- those voters who 
have not made up their minds and are, 
therefore, up for grabs

− Unfavorable (Sinners) -- voters who 
intend to support your opposition

TARGETING



− Volunteers and/or the candidate knock on 
targeted likely voting HH and ask if they can 
count on their vote

− Information is recorded on a sheet (smart 
phone)

− Favorable, Unfavorable, Undecided

− Data is entered into the campaign voter file 

Voter Identification
DOOR TO DOOR

TARGETING



− Telephone identification is a much quicker 
means of identifying voters

− Tens of thousands can be identified in a single 
night

− Professional vendors should be used

− Vendors will send nightly updates of results

− Voter files will already be updated, no need to 
data enter

− Volunteer phone banks are not as reliable and 
don’t have the capacity to reach the volume of 
voters

Voter Identification
TELEPHONE IDENTIFICATION

TARGETING



Voter Identification

TARGETING



Review - Why Do We Target

RESEARCH



RESEARCH



Types of Research

− Quantitative

− Qualitative

− Opposition

− Previous Election Results

RESEARCH



Surveys

− Two main factors determine cost: 

• Number of questions

• Sample Size eg. N400 or 
N1100

RESEARCH

BENCHMARK
30-40 questions

BRUSHFIRE
15-20 questions

TRACKING
10 questions



− Ballot tests

− Aided ballot tests

− General questions about the opinion 
environment, like the direction of the 
community

− Advocative and counter-advocative 
messages

− Important characteristics or behaviors that 
cannot be derived from other sources

− Demographic characteristics

Surveys
TYPES OF QUESTIONS ASKED IN TYPICAL SURVEYS

RESEARCH



− Can be in the form of benchmark, brushfire or 
tracking

− Used to select messages

− Respond to attacks

− Identify target audiences

− Can be used to raise funds and bolster 
support among decision makers and opinion 
leaders

− Decide whether and how to communicate an 
issue

RESEARCH

Surveys
USES OF SURVEYS AND POLLS



− Top-line results, crosstabs and some kind 
of report or presentation explaining the 
findings

− A clear understanding of where the race is 
at the time the poll is taken

− Advice about how to use the information

− An understanding of the strategy and 
tactics needed to achieve success

RESEARCH

Surveys
WHAT YOU SHOULD GET FROM A SURVEY



− Polling

− 300 Sample Size and 25-30 questions- range 
$6,500 - $10,000

− 600 Sample Size and 30 -40 questions – range

$18,000-$26,000

− Focus Groups

− $6,500 - $12,000 per focus group

− Opposition Research 

− $2,000 - $5,000 for two candidates

Survey Research Costs 

RESEARCH



Crosstab Example

RESEARCH



Qualitative: Focus Groups

RESEARCH

− Learn nuances of an issue

− Test voter contact material

− Chance to hear from likely voters

− Can help shape the poll 



− Help balance the interests of vocal 
minorities with passive majorities

− Test the “conventional wisdom”

− Lets you ‘hear from those you don’t 
hear from’

− Simulate an entire campaign

Qualitative: Opinion Research
HOW OPINION RESEARCH CAN HELP YOUR CAMPAIGN

RESEARCH



− What voters know and think about a 
candidate or issue

− How the opinion environment intersects 
with the campaign

− Perceived strengths and weaknesses

− How much they care about information 
they learn and new ideas

− What is important to them!!!!!

Find Out:

Qualitative: Opinion Research
WHY USE OPINION RESEARCH

RESEARCH



Opposition Research

− Learn as much as possible about your 
opponents strengths and weaknesses

− Campaigns can hire professionals or do 
the research themselves

− At the very least, do an internet search 
on every candidate in the race

− Verify all the information from at least 
two sources 

− Source all information

− Stay away from personal attacks, they 
often backfire

RESEARCH



Research Sources

− Internet search engines

− Lexis-Nexis, Data Times

− State and local newspapers

− Prior campaign materials—such as 
advertising, direct mail, etc.

− Key votes cast

− Key bill sponsorships

− Interest group ratings

− General attendance record

− Missed votes; missed votes cross-
checked with travel, fundraisers, 
etc.

RESEARCH
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FUNDRAISING



FUNDRAISING BASICS



− Find a lawyer / treasurer who knows the law

− Follow the law regarding limits and sources of contributions

− Information sources
• Local Elections Board 
• Secretary of state

Know the Law

FUNDRAISING BASICS



Who Do You Ask?

FUNDRAISING BASICS



FUNDRAISING PLAN



A good fundraising plan is similar to 
your campaign plan - it is a road map 
to raising the necessary funds to win 
your election. 

−The plan does not need to be a 
lengthy document. 

−Strategy 

−Tactics

−Timeline

−Fundraising benchmarks

Fundraising Plan

FUNDRAISING BASICS



− How do you plan to raise the money?

− Where will it come from?

− When will it come in?

− How much will it cost to raise?

− How much from large donors?

− How much from small donors?

Strategy

FUNDRAISING BASICS



− The tools you will use to reach 
your goal

− Candidate donation
− Candidate phone time
− Friends and family
− Candidate in-person meetings
− Events
− Direct mail
− PACs/Industry groups
− Online
− Neighborhood coffees

Tactics

FUNDRAISING BASICS



Secret to Fundraising

FUNDRAISING BASICS

A three letter word

ASK



− Chief fundraiser

− High dollar donor meetings

− Daily phone time

Candidate Solicitation

FUNDRAISING BASICS



− Right person asks

− Can’t say no (friends & family)

− Shared political beliefs

− Want access

− Want to be with the winner

Why do People Contribute

FUNDRAISING BASICS



− Candidate friends and family

− Low dollar donors

− High dollar donors

− PAC’s

− Previous donors

Lists

FUNDRAISING BASICS



Tips for Successful Events

− Establish gross and net 
fundraising goals for each 
event

− Keep expenses under 15% 
per event

− The 10:1 rules for invites

− Spell out role and goal of 
event hosts

− Follow-up on the invitation

FUNDRAISING BASICS



FUNDRAISING PROCESS



Do Your Homework

− Relationship

− Ability to give

− History of giving

− Friends

− Business associates 

FUNDRAISING BASICS



Make the Ask

− Make your pitch

− Ask for a specific amount

− Silence
• Candidates often sell so hard they forget to ask 
• Allow awkward silence work to your advantage

FUNDRAISING BASICS



Sample Script

FUNDRAISING BASICS

Hi Tom, how are you? How are the kids? 

I have something important to ask you, As you know, I’m running for 
Mayor this November, and I’m calling to ask for your support.

Our City unemployment is rising and we keep borrowing more money. 
I’m running to change that, we need to stop spending money we don’t 
have and we need to get our citizens back to work so our kids have 
the opportunity to raise their families in our community.

Tom, as you know, campaigns are incredibly expensive. We have a 
great plan and campaign team and I know we can win, but we’re 
going to need to raise $50,000 to run this campaign. We’ve already 
raised $30,000 of that total, but we need to get to $50,000 or else we 
won’t be able to be competitive.

Would you be willing to contribute $500 to help us reach that goal?



Finish the Sell 

− Asking for a specific amount provides you with a definitive answer

− Only two options: Yes or No

− Don’t let people say maybe or let me check, press them for an 
answer

− If a quick Yes

• ask the donor to raise a similar amount from 5 friends

− If No

• ask for a smaller amount

FUNDRAISING BASICS



Are You Done?

NO

− You need to collect the money

− Face to face meeting, collect the money now

− On the phone, ask if someone can come by today or that week

− Get a specific date to receive the money

− Remember a commitment does not pay the bills

FUNDRAISING BASICS



Sample Goal Targets

FUNDRAISING BASICS



− What is the purpose of the finance committee?

− Who will serve and why do they want to help?

− What are their fundraising goals?

− When will they meet?

Finance Committee

FUNDRAISING BASICS



Thank You

− Set up a system to thank donors within a week of 
receiving the donation

− Keep track to go back for more

− Keep good records from the start

− Follow the law- use the lawyer and treasurer

FUNDRAISING BASICS



Exercise 

• Divide into pairs and take turns asking each other 
for money

• Take 2-3 minutes – then switch roles
• Sample script page in appendix 
• As a class we will review

FUNDRAISING BASICS
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VOTER CONTACT



VOTER CONTACT BASICS



Communicating your 
message to likely voters 
in an efficient and 
effective way.

VOTER CONTACT BASICS



Key Components of a Good Message

• Concise
• Believable
• Persuasive
• Unique

VOTER CONTACT BASICS



VOTER CONTACT BASICS

Once your campaign Determines what 
message will persuade your target voters to 
vote for you, that message must then be 
repeated at every opportunity.



Message Box

VOTER CONTACT BASICS



Campaign Messaging Exercise

− Conduct your own SWOT analysis

− 7 minutes and fill in the four boxes

− Remember this box can evolve as the campaign develops

VOTER CONTACT BASICS



Planning Voter Contact Program

− What do you want to say?

− To whom do you want to say it?

− Where are these voters?

− When are you going to say it?

− How are you going to communicate?

VOTER CONTACT BASICS



Voter Contact Basics

− Direct voter contact involves your 
campaign communicating directly with 
likely voters

− Its purpose is to convey a specific 
message to identify, persuade, or ask 
voters to vote for you on a specific date

− Types
• Door-to-door
• Phones
• Email
• Text
• Mail

DIRECT VOTER CONTACT



Door-to-Door Canvassing

− Most effective voter contact tactic

− Identify Voters

− Preparing for door to door
• Voter list/tracking sheet
• Maps
• Script
• Brochures

DIRECT VOTER CONTACT



Telephone Calls

− Identification Calls

− Advocacy/Persuasion Calls

− Get-Out-The-Vote Calls

− Paid vs. Volunteer

DIRECT VOTER CONTACT



Paid Phone Banks Costs

− Cost factors – are quantity and length of script

− Example is 20,000 phone numbers

− Result is 12,000-14,000 completes

− Cost range from $.80 - $1.30

− Only pay for completed calls

DIRECT VOTER CONTACT



Direct Mail

− Biographical

− Issues

− Comparative

− Get-Out-The-Vote

− Fundraising

DIRECT VOTER CONTACT



Sample: Direct Mail Piece

DIRECT VOTER CONTACT



Creating Direct Mail

− Define what you want to 
accomplish

− Select a target audience

− Deliver a specific & well written 
message

− Include campaign contact 
information including website and 
election date

− Repeat message

DIRECT VOTER CONTACT



Helpful Hints for Direct Mail

− Understand postal regulations

− Give voters a way to respond in every mail piece

− Appearance makes the mail

− Spend money on photos and design

DIRECT VOTER CONTACT



Sample: Issue/Comparison Piece

DIRECT VOTER CONTACT



Sample: Targeted Issue 



Sample: Positive Issue Piece



Sample: Negative Issue Piece – Use Wisely



Direct Mail Costs

− Design

− Printing

− Lettershop

− Postage

− Quantity

− Prices vary depending on the vendor, size of the piece and postage.

− Eg. 15,000 pieces, 6 x 11 cost range from $.60 - $1.00 per piece

− 8 x 10 flat, 15,000 pieces cost range from $.75 - $1.15 per piece

DIRECT VOTER CONTACT



Indirect Voter Contact Tools

− Yard signs

− Billboards

− Literature drops

− Earned Media

− Debates

− Paid media

DIRECT VOTER CONTACT



Spreading the message to 
any and all who pass by 
or tune in!

DIRECT VOTER CONTACT



Sample: Yard Sign

INDIRECT VOTER CONTACT



Paid Media

− Television
• Huge reach
• Can you afford it?

− Radio

− Print Ads
• Daily papers expensive
• Declining readership 
• Weekly papers

− Online Ads
• Affordable
• Ability to target

INDIRECT VOTER CONTACT



Sample: Online Advertising



Earned Media

The Press can contact 
voters for you, but you 
really have to earn it!

INDIRECT VOTER CONTACT



Earned Media Opportunities

− Campaign kick off/rally

− Campaign events

− Press conference

− Endorsements

− Letters to the editor

− Community Events / Service

INDIRECT VOTER CONTACT



Planning Earned Media Events

− Press Advisory

− Organized & Brief

− Press Release

− Press Kit

INDIRECT VOTER CONTACT



Earned Media Tips

− Make sure event is newsworthy

− Supporter turnout important

− Be prepared for questions

− Use visual props

− Always thank media for time

INDIRECT VOTER CONTACT
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WINNING ONLINE



WHY ONLINE & DIGITAL MATTERS



1.9 Billion
2010
2.4 Billion
2012

5 Billion
2010
10 Billion
2020

Mobile

Source:  Google 

Internet

LOOK WHO’S ONLINE



Technology/
Hours a Day Net Generation Generation X Baby Boomers

Online 2:31 1:58 1:14

On Computer 2:08 2:32 1:41

E-Mail 1:26 1:37 1:14

IM/Chat 1:45 0:36 0:14

Telephone 2:02 1:47 1:38

Texting 2:20 1:07 0:28

Video Games 1:08 0:31 0:13

Music 3:33 2:35 1:44

Television 2:37 2:12 2:25

TOTAL DAILY 
TECHNOLOGY USE 20:38 14:55 7:51

Source:  Multitasking Across Generations

Daily Technology and Media Usage

WHY DIGITAL MEDIA MATTERS



Source:  Multitasking Across Generations

Total Number of 
Tasks Done 

During “Free 
Time”

Net Generation Generation X Baby Boomers

6.0

5.4

4.7

WHY DIGITAL MEDIA MATTERS



WHY DIGITAL MEDIA MATTERS

+2,527 %

Growth of Political Queries on Mobile Devices

Source:  Google



144 billion 
emails sent 

daily 
worldwide

WHY DIGITAL MEDIA MATTERS



WHY NEW MEDIA MATTERS

In 2009, 47%  of online adults used social 
networking sites – Nov 2012, 69% of online 
adults 



WHY DIGITAL MATTERS



WHY DIGITIAL MATTERS

Facebook

14% OF THE WORLD’S INTERNET POPULATION WAS ON FACEBOOK YESTERDAY

• 2/3 of online American adults (67%) are Facebook users

• 42% of Facebook users ages 18-29 say they spend less time on Facebook over 
the last year

• 34% of users 30-49 Facebook time decreased over the last year

Coming and Going on Facebook, Pew Internet 2/5/2013



WHY SOCIAL MEDIA MATTERS



SOCAIL NETWORKING SITES (SNS) –
Party/Ideology

WHY SOCIAL MEDIA MATTERS



…but among SNS users there aren’t many 
partisan differences
% of SNS users who did the 

following during the 2012 
campaign…



• 39% of all American adult internet users(have done at least one of 
eight civic or political activities with social media)

• Mixed partisan & ideological patterns among social media users
• 35% of social media users have used tools to encourage people to

vote 
• 34% used tool to post own thoughts on political or social issues (42% 

Liberal Democrats and 41% Conservative Republicans) 
• 31% encouraged other people to take action on political or social 

issue.

WHY SOCIAL MEDIA MATTERS

POLITICS & SOCIAL MEDIA



Source: Analytics firm Flurry.

Mobile Apps

WHY DIGITAL MATTERS



Mobile Apps

WHY DIGITIAL MATTERS



DIGITAL MEDIA  AND YOUR CAMPAIGN



Social networks and campaign news

12% of Americans regularly got 
campaign news from Facebook by 
October 2012, up from 6% in 
January

That puts Facebook roughly on par 
with national newspapers, NPR and 
late night comedy shows as a 
campaign news source

Ultimately, no single platform 
dominates the campaign news 
game—just 6% of Americans say 
that they turn to only one source for 
campaign info



Over half of Americans (55%) have used 
the Internet, e-mail or text 
messaging to get political news, 
share their political views, and 
mobilize others.

Source: “The Internet’s Role in 2008,” Pew Internet & American Life Project, April 2009.

Political Action Goes Digital

DIGITAL AND YOUR CAMPAIGN



55% of registered voters watched online political videos in 2012

DIGITAL AND YOUR CAMPAIGN



Political videos spread through (online and offline) word of mouth

DIGITAL AND YOUR CAMPAIGN



Mobile Politics

• 88% of registered voters own a cell phone and…
• 27% of them use their phone to keep up with 

election news or political issues in general
• ¾ of these cell owners use text messaging and…
• 19% texted with friends or family about the election
• 5% signed up to get text messages directly from a 

candidate or campaign
• 5% got unwanted political texts that they didn’t sign 

up to receive
• Half of these cell owners have a smartphone and…
• 45% use it to read about the election on social 

networking sites
• 35% use it to “fact check” statements they heard 

during the campaign
• 18% used it to post their own comments about the 

election on a SNS

NEW MEDIA AND YOUR CAMPAIGN



Develop a Plan

YOUR COMMUNICATION OBJECTIVES

−Proactive (including traditional methods: direct mail, broadcast,  
newspaper, earned  media) press release, op-ed, editorial boards, etc.)

− Turning online actions into OFF LINE ACTIONS

− Tailored to your specific campaign objectives

DIGITAL AND YOUR CAMPAIGN



A FEW WORDS ABOUT WEBSITES:

DIGITAL AND YOUR CAMPAIGN

Content is 
Critical

Design

Simplicity

Professional

Built for 
Social

Built for 
Mobile

Fundraising

SEO

Website 
“Hub”

Examples:
-Best in Class
http://www.barackobma.com

-Really Strong
http://www.patmccrory.com

-Really, well, not 
so good…
http://www.georgehutchins.com

http://www.barackobama.com/
http://www.barackobma.com/
http://www.patmccrory.com/
http://www.patmccrory.com/
http://www.georgehutchins.com/
http://www.georgehutchins.com/
http://www.georgehutchins.com/


You must figure out a way 
to communicate in both 
worlds.

Integration with Traditional Campaign & 
Other Forms of Communication

DIGITAL AND YOUR CAMPAIGN



DIGITAL AND YOUR CAMPAIGN

Join the Conversation

SOCIAL NETWORKING

−Facebook

−YouTube

−Twitter

INTERACTIVE WEBSITE



NEW MEDIA AND YOUR CAMPAIGN

Online Advertising in Local Campaigns



Online Ads are Mainstream

Source:  Google “Think Politics”

85 of the top 100 House races had at least 
one candidate or group running Google ads

75% of statewide races used Google ads 
(up 900% since 2008)

NEW MEDIA AND YOUR CAMPAIGN



Online Ads Banner and Video
Compliment other forms of advertising

DIGITAL AND YOUR CAMPAIGN



In your Campaign

NEW MEDIA AND YOUR CAMPAIGN

−Define your message
−Test messages
−Network Blast
−Rebut information



Facebook Ads

−Great way to target- Zip code

−Great for larger races

−More narrow than Google

DIGITAL AND YOUR CAMPAIGN



Video 

Source:  Google “Think Politics”

DIGITAL AND YOUR CAMPAIGN



Younger Voters and Social Media

DIGITAL AND YOUR CAMPAIGN



DIGITAL AND YOUR CAMPAIGN

Message, Money and People still Matter

Your message – and ability to 
communicate that message, 
throughout your campaign, 
using traditional and digital – is 
paramount
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GET-OUT-THE-VOTE



“Elections are won and lost 
by who shows up.”



GOTV EFFORTS



“It’s Not Election Day–It’s Election Month”

−For decades GOTV was focused 
around one day—Election Day

−Expansion of early voting, absentee 
voting, one-stop voting has changed 
GOTV

−Elections in 2010 were essentially over 
in some states before Election Day

−Need to create two GOTV plans to deal 
with early voting

GOTV EFFORTS



Early Voting

−A well-planned campaign will take advantage of early 
voting and absentee voting

−Both alternatives allow your campaign to “bank” votes early 
in the process

−The good news is that these voters are locked and loaded, 
and are not swayed by any last minute surprise attacks by 
your opponent

−Bad news, your GOTV efforts can run as long as one 
month

−You can take your early voters and remove them from your 
final GOTV lists, making your program more efficient, 
effective and affordable

−Separate GOTV plan for early voting

GOTV EFFORTS



Early Voting North Carolina 2008

−Early voting varies based on the election

GOTV EFFORTS



North Carolina 2008

−Obama’s ground operation included over 100 paid staffers and hundreds of volunteers

−Early voting advantage for Obama translated to down ballot victories for Democrats

GOTV EFFORTS



Absentee Voting

−If your state has a well established vote-by-mail or absentee 
program, then it is important to take advantage of absentee 
voting, and to track or chase those favorable absentee voters

−Knowing when absentee voters receive ballots and when they 
are due

−Direct mail to remind your voters to request an absentee ballot
−Phone bank to chase all of absentee ballots
−Tracking system that keeps count of your targets that have 

turned in their ballots so you can remove them from future mail 
and phone communications

GOTV EFFORTS



Election Day GOTV

−First, remove anyone that has already voted from your final 
GOTV communications

−Poll Watchers/Greeters
−Sign Wavers
−Phone bank callers 
−Walkers
−Rides to the polls
−Regardless of the size of your campaign, the people you tap to 

run your GOTV operations should be organized, extremely 
detail-oriented, and able to deliver under intense pressure. 

GOTV EFFORTS
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GOTV Plan

−Who are you going to target and when

−Key tactics for reaching targets

−Pre-election day planning and early voting

−Election day execution and checklist

−Budget

DEVELOPING A GOTV PLAN



Communicate and Train

−Assign specific tasks and duties to each volunteer

−Schedule specific time and dates

−Always plan on less volunteers showing up

−Train your volunteers

DEVELOPING A GOTV PLAN



Volunteer Tactics

−Volunteer phone banks

−Literature drops

−Sign waving

−Poll watchers

−Checkers

−Transportation

DEVELOPING A GOTV PLAN



Paid Tactics

−Live phone banks

−Pre-recorded calls

−Direct mail

−Newspaper advertising, poly bags, sticky notes

−Online advertising

DEVELOPING A GOTV PLAN



Targets

−This list is a result of the voter identification process and you 
should have already fine-tuned in the earlier part of your 
campaign

−GOTV is about one thing – getting as many of your identified 
voters to vote as possible

−It is imperative that you understand all of the different voting
methods in your state and locality in the early stages of your 
campaign, and prior to writing your GOTV plans

DEVELOPING A GOTV PLAN



Budget

−Assign specific costs to each GOTV activity

−Goal is to maximize your resources
• Money
• Volunteers

−A good plan and budget will tell you what GOTV tactics you can 
afford to pay for and what you need to rely on volunteers to 
execute.
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Early Voting GOTV Plan

−Include specific information about early voting dates and times 
on website and campaign materials

−Organize a core group of volunteers to help man early voting 
locations for better campaign visibility

−It’s always a good idea for the candidate to show your face at 
early voting locations as well

−Encourage favorable voters to vote early through phone calls 
and direct mail

−Track early voting, if early voting turnout is low in your high 
performance precincts, increase the volume of your phone calls

DEVELOPING A GOTV PLAN



Pre-Election Day GOTV Checklist

−GOTV written plan and budget
−Trained volunteers and assignments
−Decisions about where to spend your time, money and 

human resources
−Lists of supportive voters to the appropriate volunteers and 

staff members
−GOTV mail, phone, and online communications
−Signs and literature in place
−Transportation planned for voters who need a ride to the 

polls
−Visibility, rallies and planned events
−Volunteer phone banks ready; paid phone banks scheduled

DEVELOPING A GOTV PLAN



Election Timeline



Exercise 1: Committee Goals
• 10 minutes, break into small groups

• Develop goals for a candidate selection 
program

• Problems that you want to address in 
candidate selection process

• Policy(ies) for members who run
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